Finding Books

You can find books in the UT Library Catalog (or the OhioLINK Library Catalog) using keyword searches like mainstreaming, or subject heading searches such as mainstreaming in education. For assistance use the Guide to the UT Library Catalog.

You can also browse the shelves for books with Library of Congress call numbers in the Ls (general education), the LAs (history of education), the LBs (theory and practice) or the LCs (social aspects). For assistance use the Library of Congress Call Numbers guide.

Using the OhioLINK search button will expand your search possibilities by a factor of 200; using WorldCat expands your search resources by a factor as high as 4000.

Finding Articles

Education Full Text, 1983-. OhioLINK Research Database
An online index for periodicals widely available in most academic libraries. Updated monthly. See the Research Databases library guide for assistance.

ERIC, 1966-. OhioLINK Research Database
An online index for education journals and non-periodical materials like lesson plans, curriculum guides, conference papers, etc. Has a built in thesaurus of subject headings that is helpful in searching. Updated monthly. See the Research Databases library guide for assistance.

Education Research Complete. OhioLINK Research Database.
Covers scholarly research and information relating to all areas of education. Topics covered include all levels of education from early childhood to higher education, and all educational specialties, such as multilingual education, health education, and testing.

Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts, 1967- Reference Social Sciences Indexes (Carlson 2nd fl.).
Covers 29 subject areas, and includes sections relevant to educators, such as learning disabilities. Indexes books and periodicals. Published quarterly with annual indexes.

Technical education & training abstracts designed to meet the information needs of those engaged in technical or vocational education whether in schools, colleges, universities or workplace in all countries. It is particularly relevant for those engaged in vocational education in professions such as teaching, design, engineering, medicine, nursing, business and social work where technical issues are discussed. Many abstracts report on the use of information and communication technology, including the application of internet, distance and e-learning

Background Information

Brief entries of commonly used terms arranged alphabetically. Includes eight appendices including one with abbreviations.

Learning theories, A to Z. CARLSON Reference LB15 .L4695 2002
Data organized in seven chapters such as elementary and secondary education and outcomes of education. Includes government and private sector data. Subject indexed.

Summaries of various areas of interest related to users of educational technologies, distance learning, information access and traditional classroom professionals. Includes bibliographies covering recent theory and practice as well as currently available journals and other resources.

Scholarly articles with bibliographies arranged by broad topic. Subject indexed.

A four-volume set. Entries are essentially scholarly literature reviews often with extensive bibliographies. Volume four is an alphabetic subject index to the set. Appendix is a guide to performing education research. Earlier editions are available in Carlson General stacks.
Entries are essentially scholarly literature reviews often with extensive bibliographies. Volume four is a subject index to the set.

Encyclopedia of Special Education. CARLSON Reference LC4007 .E53 2007 v. 1-3
A three volume set of scholarly articles many with signed by author and include bibliographies. Volume three includes a name and subject index to the set.

Handbook Of Educational Psychology. CARLSON Reference LB1051 .H2354 2006
Made up of 33 chapters written on various topics by scholars. Name and subject indexed.

Handbook of Research on Multicultural Education. CARLSON Reference LC1099.3 .H35 2004
Edited by James T. Banks and others, this is an excellent overview in dictionary form of this important area of curriculum study.

International handbook of education systems. CARLSON General (4th fl) LB15 .I58 1983 v. 1-3


Handbook of World Education. CARLSON Reference LB43 .H36 1991
Covers most nations of the world. Provides basic background information followed by information on primary and secondary education, higher education (undergraduate and graduate), advanced studies and research and issues.

A 12 volume set providing overviews of general education topics with a world view. Bibliographies provided. Volume 12 indexes the set.

Review of Research in Education. 1973-. CARLSON General LB1028 .R43
Essays providing critical literature reviews with substantial bibliographies. Each volume covers a theme chosen by that year’s editor.

Internet Resources

Mental Measurements Yearbook. Access is from the UT catalog on campus only.
This is guide to over 2,000 testing instruments. The MMY series contains information essential for the evaluation of test products within such diverse areas as psychology, education, business, and leadership.

Tests and Measures in the Social Sciences. http://libraries.uta.edu/helen/Test%26meas/testmainframe.htm
As of July 2007, this index of indexes covers 123 indexes that list where print copies of tests and measures can be found in the literature if they are not contained in the individual work itself. Created by Helen Hough at the UT Austin, it is maintained by volunteers.

Special Education Resources on the Internet. http://people.uic.edu/rschr1/school/spedlink.htm
or http://www.specialednet.com/Resources.htm
Over twenty categories covering general disabilities information, specific topics such as Autism and speech impairment, discussion groups and university and association sites.

Wide variety of current news, information and resources.


National Clearinghouse for English Language Acquisition & Language Instruction Educational Programs http://www.ncela.gwu.edu/
Has a database with over 20,000 citations and abstracts, and an online library providing links to journal articles and e-journal sites, classroom resources and more.

Center for Multilingual Multicultural Research http://www.usc.edu/dept/education/CMMR/home.html
Provides links to multicultural or bilingual web sites or general sites with information relevant to teachers.